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G4615
Professional

Self{imer
ramp

Spool loading knob Tripod socket

Film speed display
Usable film speeds: ISO 25 - 1 600
adlustable in 1/3 exposure step increments

Exposure display

Data recorder display

Manual focus display
(autofocus mode when absent)

Flash mark

Film rewind button

Seconds display

f-stop

Meter display

Battery indicator
(flashes when batteries are low)

Film type display

Frame number

Accessory hot shoe Up/Down dial

Flip open this page of the guidebook
and check the terminology as you look
over the oarts of vour camera.

Built-in pop-up flash

Viewfinder front lens

Viewfinder window
(also functions as
automaiic exposure
sensor)

Hybrid autofocus
light sensor

Manual focus button

Self-timer button

Flash button

Cable release
socket

Camera back lock

Film loading
knob

Carrying strap fastener
Film type indicator pocket

AF button

Shutter releaseBattery compartment screw

Battery
compan

Shutter speed

fg EIF,F-l.EIlf 
'EI.^T

ry5"=EE
Exposure compensation mark

All readings are simultaneously displayed in this illustration for description purposes
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Loading the batteries / Film

Loading the batteries

Battery specification: Two CR123A type 3
V lithium ion batteries. When replacing the
batteries, be sure to replace both at the
same time.

(1) Turn the power OFF, and un-
screw the battery cover screw
with a coin, etc.

Selection dial lock button .;
a

(3) Press the selection dial lock
button and turn the dial to P, A
or M.

(2) Insert two new batteries, re-
place the cover and tighten the
screw.

(4) The batteries are OK if the
lens barrel extends.

a

a

I
I
I
I
a

ISO I t-f f-fI,-|,J-n',-
,j l=Tz0-l

The symbol changes in this
way as battery power runs
down. Be sure to change the
batteries at this time. The mark
flashes when the batteries
have been exhausted.

m
m
J'
m
D
o

Check the state of battery consumption
on the LCD panel

lso I t-l )-fI|J,.|

llm
'-.This symbol is displayed

when the batteries are new.

Two new batteries are good for approximately 3000 shots (without flash). With
flash use at 50% intensity, yiou can obtain approximately 500 shots (measured
under Fuiifilm lab standard)

Loading film

120 roll
(16 frames)

220 roll
(32 frames)

The 1201220 roll film for the GA645 is wound on a spool and
has an overlay of light-tight paper. Take care, since handling
and loading methods for this film are different from those of film

used in 35 mm SLRs and point-and-shoot cameras.

Light-tight paper Film type

220 220 has two start marks: one for use with a standard camera,
the other for special equipment.

roll

120 roll

220 tllm start mark for use with special equipment

www.butkus.us



Loading the batteries / Film 2

))

(1) Turn the power OFF, and press down
the camera back release tab to open the
camera back.

(2) Press the spool spindle buttons to re-
lease the film loading knobs.

(5) Press{it the film into the empty supply
chamber on the left, and press back the
loading knob.

(3) Insert empty spool in the winding cham-
ber on the right and press back the loading
knob.

(6) Pull the light-tight leader papei along the
film guide path, and securely insert the bent
end into the spool slot.
Make sure you do not pull out too much of the lighf
fi^ht nenar laadar

))

Light-tight paper

(4) Completely peel off the film's top seal.

Make sure you do not leave
the lightlight paper loose
since this can cause light leak-
age when the film is wound.

(7) Keep the film in the left chamber depressed, and slowly wind up

the leader paper with the up/down dial. Make sure the paper remains

taut while you wind to prevent any slackness in the film.

As a rule ol thumb for how tight you should keep the film, wind on until

the start mark (120 film start matk, 22O f ilm special equipment start

mark) is lined up just ahead of the spool spindle button on the left side.



3 Film

Pressure plate
advance to

selector and
1st frame

Gently press the pressure plate and slide the selector to the correct
position for the type of film you are loading (120 or 220).The photo-
graph above shows the selector set for 120 length film. After setting
the selector, shut the back of the camera.

Note that incorrectly setting the pressure plate selector can cause
inaccurate focusing.

The 120 or 22O mark is shown for 5 seconds on the
liquid crystal display. (The mark is displayed con-
tinuouslv in P. A or M mode when the camera back is shut).

i
I
I

( Advance to 1st frame ) - -'" ' " ' ''

Shut the back of the camera and the film will be automatically ad-
vanced to the 1st frame when you set to P, A or M mode. In this
position "1" is displayed on the LCD.

When the camera has already been set to P, A or M mode, the film is

automatically advanced when you press the shutter release button,
and "1" is displayed on the LCD.

When loading film, be sure to set the pressure plate
selector before shutting the camera back.

ISO I t-f l-lI,J,-|

fffi
I

Press the selection dial lock button and set the dial to lSO.

Use the UP/DOWN dial to set the correct
film speed as it appears on the LCD.

The number displayed on the LCD is the
set speed for the film loaded.

Setting the film speed

ISO I f-l ,'fI,J LI
:-

---'

lEai l=Tz0]
I

Unlike with 35mm film, there is no DX indication, so be
sure to make the correct film speed setting. Film speed
can be set from ISO 25 - 1600 in 1/3 exposure step
increments.www.butkus.us



Film 4

roll of film
use

Press the rewind button on the camera bottom to wind the film to its
end. At this time "E" appears on the LCD, indicating that film has
been fully wound foruvard.

Winding up a
while in

rso ff-lflI,J,J
f- -ia-tr FE-l

Last trame alert buzzer

rso fnnI'J LI

f:fEr
-f ,- 

gEIn

220 roll

The buzzer sounds six times when you reach
the last frame of the roll.

E'
tTzdl

ISO f fl f-fI,.|,J

IE
120 roll

Unloading film

rso fnnI,.||J
l- Ez-tr |Tio]

When you have used up a roll
of film, the film is fully wound
forward automatically and "E"

appears on the LCD.

Set the selection dial to the
OFF position to switch off the
power supply.

Open the back of the camera
and locate the film in the wind-
ing chamber on the right.

Press the spool spindle but-
ton on the right and release
the loading knob. Press on the
film roll to release.

Bend the end of the light-tight
paper inwards and make
moisture-tight by fixing the
end seal.

Replace the film in its original
container and keep it in a dark
place.

v

Enpty spool Used film spool

'7

v



5 Focusing

Manual

Exposure compensation Many shooting variations are available by combin-
ing the two focusing and three exposure modes.

Information in the viewfinder
(1) Field-of-view f ra
(For shooting distant subjects)

(2) Field-of-view frame
(For shooting nearby subjects)

f-stop reading

Correct exposure
reading

The field-of-view frame is rangefinder-
coupled and shifts from position (1) to (2).

lf"

Distance readino

Flash mark

lf,:I

Be careful not to obscure the AF light sensor with
holding the camera.Obscuring the AF sensor can
rate focusing.

Hold the camera with the grip to the bottom.
lf you hold the camera with the grip to the top, a shadow of the lens
hood is cast on part of the AF light sensor under top light or partial
againstlhe-light conditions. This can result in range-finding errors.

Shutter speed reading

The " mark is lit at shutter speeds slower than
0.7 seconds.
"buL" is displayed when using a flash bulb.

Switching to feet reading
(1) Keep the AF button depressed and switch the selection dial from OFF to lSO.
(2) The LCD switches to feet display after the "Ft" mark has appeared for 5 sec-
onds, then goes off.
(3) Use the same method when you want to switch to the meter reading ("m" on
the LCD).

your hand while
result in inaccu-

(Holding the camera)

Vertical-format
shooting

The viewfinder pic-
ture is taller than
wide ("portrait po-
sition") when you
hold the camera
horizontally.

The viewfinder
picture is wider
than high ("land-
scape position")
when you hold the
camera vedically.

The ranges below are displayed corresponding with distance to the subject.

m
reading 0.7 0.8 0,9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.5 3.0 5,0 10 lnF

ft
reading 2.3 2.5 3,0 3.5 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 30 lnF

Meter and feet figures are given to ISO specification.

www.butkus.us



Focusing 6

Autofocus

The following is an introduction to autofocus and programmed AE.
These features allow the easiest ways of photographing.

Setting up

(1) Turn the selection dial to P.

(2) Make sure that "MF" is not
shown on the liquid crystal dis-
play.

Focus lock by MF button
The MF button gives you manual focus, and can also be used in AF mode to
obtain focus lock.

)

tso f fl flfxLt-
MF,- l'-:rr'rt I 

a lT2T]

(1)Align the AF mark with the sub-
ject you want to focus on, press the
shutter release button halfway, and
hold down the MF button.

WW

(2) Remove your finger from the shut-
ter release, compose your picture with

the MF button depressed, and press

the shutter release again to take the
photograph.

Focus lock is maintained while the MF
button is depressed.

You can continue to shoot without
changing focus, or switch to aperlure
priority AE mode to change aperture
settinqs with the focus locked.

Press the AF button it
'MF' is displayed.

Shooting

(1) Align the AF mark with the
subject.
The range point lies within A
the inner ends of the mark. 

Y
(2) Press the shutter re-
lease button halfway, and
check the viewfinder display.

(3) lf the readings are OK, fully
press the shutter release button
to take the photograph.

)
Range-finding is complete when the distance
display is lit.
When 0.7m (2 3ft ) flashes, the subject is too
close to the camera.
ln this case, focusing is automatically set at 0.7 m(2.3ft.).

The INF (intinity) display flashes when it is
impossible to find the focusing distance"
The focus point is at infinity if you press the shutter re-
lease button in this state.

The flash will operate when the flash mark is displayed.

It is okay to make an exposure when neither the A nor v marks are
displayed. When either the Amark or vmark lights and the f-stop and
shutter speed readings flash, the proper exposure is not possible. (The

Amark indicates overexposure, the Ymark indicates underexposure.

Focus lock by shutter
release button
Align the AF mark with the subject and
oress the shutter release button half-
way to obtain focus lock. You can then
compose your picture, and fully press

the shutter release to shoot.

(2) While keeping the MF button de-
pressed...

(4) Check the focusing distance on

the LCD before taking the photograph.

f.l!,
iMFi l=:lru., I 

a f1:2o-l

Meter and feet figures are given to ISO specification.

A value of 2 m (6.6ft.) is set initially when you switch from AF to MF mode.

Manual focus
With continuous shooting in manual mode, since there is no lens
drive, the shutter is released as soon as you press the shutter re-
lease button. This means negligible time lag. Therefore, manual
mode is perfect for quick snapshots.

rso

ffi
I f-f l-ffxx

lE
i r.Tz0]

i

'- 1t; eress the AF button and check
that the liquid crystal display (LCD)

shows MF.

(3) ...use the Up/Down dial to set the
focusing distance.
See the chart below for settable distances.

The ranges below are displayed corresponding with distance to the subject.

m
reaorno 0.7 0,8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.5 3,0 5.0 10 lnF

ft
readino 2.3 2.5 3.0 3.5 4 5 6 7 I 10 15 30 lnF



exposure

This mode automatically sets the correct combination of aperture
(f-stop) and shutter speed. When combined with AF mode, this gives

you a fully automatic camera for trouble-free photography.

(1) Keep the selection dial but-
ton depressed and turn the dial
to line up the P mark.

(2) Press the shutter release half-

way to automatically set the aP-

erture and shutter speed accord-
ing to the brightness of the sub-
ject.

Shutter speed
I

control modes

In this mode the camera automatically determines the matching

shutter speed for the apedure setting you make. So you can freely

control the depth of field (image sharpness from near to far) to your

own liking. The f-stop can still be changed in focus lock.

(1) Turn the selection dialto line

up the A mark.

Using the exposure control modes

Programmed AE Aperture Priority AE

f-stop
I

i

,:f rl
,:t.r^l fll :f.i-!m

:!.i-!m

:l.i-lm

Checking the viewfinder
information
Take the shot when neither the A nor

v mark is displayed.

When the v mark is lit and the f-stop
and shutter speed flash, the picture will

be underexposed.

When the A mark is lit and the f-stop
and shutter speed flash, the picture will

be overexposed.

Viewrfinder information is also displayed

on the LCD. (Focusing distance is not
displayed).

rso 
f if if Lq.ll

lEri mo]

Shutter speed
I
I

f-stop
I
I

:

(2) Turn the Up/Down dial and make the aperture setting you ""--'
want as it appears on the LCD. (The f-stop is also displayed in

the viewfinder).

(3) Press the shutter release halfway to automatically set the match-

ing shutter speed according to aperture setting and brightness of

the subject.
* The upper limit of the shutter speed varies depending on f-stop.
(F4 - F9.5:1l4OO sec F11 - F22:1/700 sec)

f-stop Shutter speed
tl

rv fl I .4.11

l--=
a uzo-l

Camera shake (blurring) can be a problem with slow shutter speeds
below 1/45 second. lt is advisable, therefore, to use flash or a tri-
pod under low lighting conditions that demand a slow shutter speed.

Ii.,-l ll! :l.i-lm

'.. : .l'

fL,:l' " .i'u "' :!.i-lm
J 

=t.

Checking the vievvfinder infor-
mation

You can take the shot when neither the
A nor v mark is displayed.

When the shutter speed flashes and the
A mark is displayed, the picture will be

overexposed. So you need to stop down

the aperture.

When the shutter speed flashes and the

V mark is displayed, the picture will be

is underexposed. So you need to open

up the aperture or use flash.

Permissible blur dot diameter: 0.05 mm (unit: meters)

SE:
FNo.

0.7
m

1.0
m

1.2
m m

2.0
m

3.0
m

5.0
m

10
m

@

4.0
0.68

t
0.72

0.96
I

1.04

1.14
)

1.26

1.41
t

1.61

1.83
t

2.21

2.62
I

3.51

4.01
t

6.68

6. 62

t
20.7

19. 13
)

@

'3, O

0.68
t

0.73

0.95
5

1.06

1.12
t

1.29

1.37
t

1. 66

1.77
t

2.30

2.49
t

3.78

3.70
I

7.78

5.82
t

37. 4

'13.56

I
@

8.0
0.67

I
0.74

0.93
t

1.09

1.09
t

1.34

1.33
t

1.73

1. 6S

t
2.46

2.33
t

4.25

3.35
t

10.14

4. 97

t
6

s.63
t

@

11

0.m
t

0.75

0.90
t

1. 13

1.05
t

1.40

1.27
t

1.85

'1.59

t
2.73

2.14
t

5.15

2.95
I

17.89

4.12
t

@

6.84
t

@

10
0.M

\
0.78

0.87
t

1.20

1.00
t

1. 51

1.19
t

2.06

1. 47
t

3.22

1.92
t

7. 41

2.53
t

@
)

@

4.88
t

6

ot
0.62

I
0.82

0.82
t

'1. 31

0.94
t

1.70

1.10
t

2.45

1.33
t

4.37

1.67
t

20.1

2.11

I
@

2.63
t

@

3.48
t

@

Reference data
Depth-of-field table

:f.i-!m
ft...rf

X
:

IL,_lA{

Step f-stop

1 step 4.0 5.6 8.0 11 16 22i-tlltl
112 slep 4

I

.8
I

6.7 9
I

.5 1

I

3
I

19

f-stops are displayed in 1/2 steps.www.butkus.us



Using the exposure control modes 8

Manual exposure
This mode allows you to set your own aperture and shutter speed.
You can use a variety of techniques such as slow shutter speeds to
make moving objects appear blurred, and deliberate over- or under-
exposure.

(1) Turn the selection dial to line
up the M mark, and "TV" (Time

,--Value) appears on the LCD.

.TV III EI.II

fEr
a mor

B shutter position ("Bulb")

(1) Turn the selection dial to line up the M mark.

(2) Keep the exposure compensation button depressed while you
turn the up/down dial.

(3) To set the camera for B ("bulb"), turn the dial until "bul" appears
on the viewfinder display or external LCD.

I

rv hu L H.il
lB
a mzol

rv hxL ttE!'

lEai mzo]

Checking the viewfinder
information

tstop Shutter speed
ll

TV l iI H.[I

lffi
a

I
a

a

(4) Set the f-stop with the up/down dial, and take the photograph.
Using the "8" (bulb) position causes no battery drain, and you needn't worry about

batteries running low during long exposure times.

(2) Keep the exposure compensation button depressed while turn-
ing the up/down dial to set the shutter speed.

(3) Turn the up/down dialto make the f-stop setting.

(a) Hold the shutter release halfway to check the information in the
viewfinder display.

Exposure compensation

- ll.5
z L-a

l=Tz0-l

I
I
I

f-stop Shutter speed
II

I

Ilil+ EI il.i_lm

Il.,:l^ l,if :l.i-f m

Checking the viewfinder
information
You have the correct exposure if the

f marks are showing.

lf the   mark alone is displayed, the
picture will be overexposed.
(The mark does not flash).

lf the w mark alone is displayed, the
picture will be underexposed.
(The mark does not flash).

(1) In programmed AE or ap-
erture priority mode, keep the
exposure compensation but-
ton depressed to display the
flashing fi mark on the LCD.

rv f trtl LE
JlJz
7E

a

I
I

@
mol

(2)Turn the up/down dialwhile
checking the LCD display, and
set the desired compensation.

(3)After making the setting and
releasing the exposure com-
pensation button, the desired
exposu re compensation setting
is not shown on the LCD.

* Unless you want to deliberately over- or underexpose the picture, you should
alter the aperture setting or shutter speed so that the -^ marks are displayed
before taking the shot.

i- -. rni, mark disappears when the exposure compensation is zero.

- Exposure compensation can only be used in programmed AE and aperture pri-

ority AE modes.
* The exposure compensation function is not available in manual exposure mode.
* Exposure compensation is in 0.5 step increments in the range +2 EV(exposure
values).

Exposure compensation is not canceled even when the power is turned
off. lf you see Z displayed before shooting, this means the exposure
compensation function is active.

tLll h"L i n.i:

TV T iI ,{H'

l@
a H2-0]

lllt,llil jl.i-lm



9 Flash

Built-in Flash Unit

(1) Press the flash button on the back of the camera to pop up the
built-in flash unit.

VieMinder information

I.I, ll! + :l.i-fm

Flash operation range

- The blinking flash mark on the LCD
indicates that the flash unit is being
charged. The shutter release and other
camera functions are inoperable dur-
ing this period.
- Flash intensity is adjusted automati-
cally for the particular apefture setting
according to the intensity of reflected
light from the subject.

* The usable flash distance varies depending on the film speed. see the above
table for details.
- when using aperture priority AE, calculate the maximum usable distance from
the aperture setting using the fottowing formula:

* The usable flash distance is strictly a caiculated value. There is a wide latitude
with negative film, so flash can be used at longer distances.

Exposure modes and flash

ftr'5 5.8

,ffi Accessory Flash Units
(2) Press the shutter release
halfway to display the flash
mark on the LCD.

The GA645 Professional is equipped
with an accessory hot shoe to accom-
modate one of the many accessory
flash units available on the market. Be
sure to use a flash unit that covers a
35 mm focal length for 35 mm format
(horizontalfield angle 50 degrees, ver-
ticalfield angle 39 degrees).

* Do not use a flash unit with a signal pin attachment, since mounting/removal may
not be possible.
* we recommend you use the Fuji "strobe GA', available as an option with the
GA645 Professional. This unit gives a wide illumination range tor irre 6 x 4.5cm
format (f = 45 mm). (Equivalent to f = 2g mm for 35 mm format).* For more details about the Strobe please refer to p.11.

When the flash unit differs in illumi-
nation range (light distribution angle)
horizontally and vertically, there is a
mismatch between illumination
range and shooting range. With this
type of flash unit it is advisable to
attach a compensating lens (if avail-
able) to the flash, to cover the
equivalent ot a28 mm focal length
for the 35 mm format.

Light Distribution Pattern
Insutficient light
intensity

Flash illumination
range (when illu-
mination range
differs horizontally
and vertically)

Viewing frame for
6 x 4.5cm format

Automatic flash in resoonse
to ambient darkness.

Controls flash intensity according to intensity of light re-
flected from,subject for the parlicular aperlure setting.

25 50 100 160 200 400 800

6 8.5 12 15 17 24 34

"ml
1.5 2.1 3 3.8 4.3 6 8.5

4.9 6.9 9.8 12.5 14.1 19.7 27.9
lihirEU-m"useble I

istadce ';:":.' ; l 0.7m (2.3 ft.)

www.butkus.us



Data Recordi ng/Self-ti mer/Other f u nctions 10

Data Recording

The GA645 can record important
data such as the date and vital pho-
tographic information in the blank
film area below the frames. Be sure
to reset the date and time whenever
you change the camera batteries.

Setting the day and time
(day/hour/minute)
(1)Turn the selection dial to P, Aor M.

Date imprint

'TE 
I

DATA
II

vr
Day/hour/minute imprint

fI I ,Ll il
DATA

.7

Photographic data imprint

TV
DATA

II T T.,T

@
Exposure mode / f-stop / Shutter speed / Ex-
posure compensation / Focus mode

Date/photographic data impri nt

arn-rrrilt" rr:-t"i1""'"ll**l
i - Al,"rn","ly ft"shing -:.7

@
Year / month / day / Exposure mode / t-stop / Shut-
ter speed / Exposure compensation / Focus mode

The LCD changes in the following ways when you
press the data button.

No data entered

DATA

-

Setting the date
(yearlmonth/day)
(1)Turn the selection dial to P, Aor M.

Date/Time imprint

I - Alternately flashing -'v
@

Year Month Dav Hour Minute

The photographic data record will correspond with the parameters with
which the photographs are taken, until data recording is turned off.

Self-timer

(2)The self-timer lamp lights for 7 seconds after you press the shut-
ter release, then flashes for another 3 seconds, and then the shutter
is released. The self-timer mode is canceled automatically after one exposure.
* Parl of the picture may be out-of-focus ("hole in the middle" when photographing two or
more people standing side by side with autofocus. lt is advisable, therefore, to use manual
focus in this situation.
. When contrast is extreme (subject too bright or too dark), use aperture priority AE or
manual exposure.

frtlt'***l W l#ttr'rnj ffi
| (2) eress the data button to

I display the date (yearlmonth/

{' O"y)on the LCD.

| (z) Rress the data button to

I display the time (day/hour/
j minute)on the LCD.

| {a) tt"." the AF button and the

I Ve"t will flash.
v

| {t) er"r. the AF button and the

I hour will flash.
v iH+ffiffi;i;lffiirx"rffi@

ry3@ @@
| (+) furn the uP/down dial until

I yo, reach the correct number

$ for the present year.

| (4) Turn the up/down dial until

I you reach the correct number

* of the hour.

[#tr},: ; frtp.il
1,,f"t."'I @ l'',.. ,@

(6) Press the AF button again
to set the month. Next, the day
of the month flashes. Turn the
dial until the correct number for
today is displayed.

| (6) Press the AF button twice,

I and the colon [:] will light, indi-

I cating that the time has been

9 set.

Press the AF button once, and the
minute will light while the [:]flashes.
ln this state the time is not yet set, so
press the AF button once more to set.

- Time is displayed in the 24-hour format.

(7) Press the AF button again, and
the display changes from flashing
to continuously lit, indicating thatthe
date has been set.

(5) Press the AF button again
to set the year. Next, the month
pbrt of the display flashes. Turn

the up/down dial until you
reach the correct month.

(5) Press the AF button again
to set the hour. Next, the minute
part of thedisplay flashes.
Turn the up/down dial until
you reach the correct minute.

Count Display

Normally displays "0Q".

(1) Hold down the self-timer but-
ton and turn the selection dial from
OFF to lSO.

(2) The "OFF" indicator is displayed
on the LCD for 5 seconds and the
buzzer is switched off. Repeat this
procedure to switch the buzzer
back on.

(1) Hold down the exposure com-
oensation button and turn the se-
lection dial from OFF to lSO.

(2) The LCD displays the total shot
count while the exposure compen-
sation button is deoressed. A count
of "1" is equivalent to 100 shots.

-I
I

n{ r-l fl,JU

Display alter 2,OOO shofs
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Special Options

Strobe GA Camera Settings

Automatically controls light intensity. The
GA645 has a slave function that allows op-
eration together with the camera's built-in
flash unit. Use also for bounce flash.

Bounce angle display Display panel

Aperture priority AE: Slows down the
shutter speed under low lighting con-
ditions. Be careful of camera shake and
movement of the subject.

Manual Exposure: We recommend you
set the shutter speed to 1/60 sec.

Two types of automatic mode
Automatically controls flash intensity in accordance
with light reflected from the subject.

Use the mode switch to switch between 41 and A2.

A1 A2

0.7- 6m (2.3 -19.7ft) 0.7-3m(2.3-9.8ft)
(Flash operation range)The flash operation range re-
mains constant even if you change the film speed.

41 Mode: Look at the panel
(green) on the back of the
unit. Set the camera's f-stop
to match the film soeed. The
vertical lines show the us-
able flash distances.

A2 Mode: Look at the oanel
(yellow) on the back of the
unit. Set the camera's f-stoo
to match the film speed. The
vertical lines show the us-
able flash distances.

Set to FB {or ISO .100 film

M Mode (Manual)
Use when the reflectivity of the subject is extremely
low or high, or when you want to use an f-stop that
is not available with 41 or A2.
- Use the mode switch to switch to M mode.

In manual mode, Guide No.24
(lSO 100.m), i.e. fullflash in-

tensity is produced, so calcu-
late the appropriate aperture
setting for the subject dis-
tance from the guide number.

Example: Aperture setting = Guide No./distance (m) = 2416 = F4

Turn ON the main switch. You are
ready to shoot when the flash ready-
lamp is on.

U ble flash

Bounce Flash
Reflects flash light off the ceiling or a light-colored
wall. llluminates the subject with the reflected light.
This produces a softer illumination than direct flash.
* Bounce angles are 0 degrees, 30 degrees, 45 degrees, 60
degrees and 90 degrees in the vertical direction.

When you bounce the flash the intensity of light fall-
ing on the subject is reduced, although the actual
amount depends on the reflecting surface. We rec-
ommend A1 mode if you are using autoflash.

Slave function for more light
Set the "Strobe GA" at a position along an arc ra-

dius 3 m from the camera. lt is not necessary to
connect a synchro cable. When you release the shut-
ter, the "Strobe GA" lights up simultaneously with
the camera's built-in pop-up flash unit. This function
is useful when you need more light to illuminate the
background or remove shadows.

Set the main
switch to SL

* Use manual mode when shooting with supplemen-
tary light. Autoflash modes (A1 and 42) are affected
by the separate flash units, making it impossible to

obtain the correct exposure.
- Set the "Strobe GA" unit at a position within a ra-
dius of 3 m (9.8 ft.) from the camera.
. Use the slave function when shootino indoors or in
other dark olaces.
* Flash sensing is not possible in bright areas, so
flash may not be emitted in places where brightness
is LV8 or more.

't
I

il

ffi
ffi

Flash ready lamp/
test flash button

Mode selector
Al,42 (autoflash modes)
M (manual mode)

Main switch
(sL, oN, oFF)

. Guide Number:24 (lSO 100.m)
- Excellent light distribution for 6 x 4.5cm format
* lllumination range

Camera
6x4.5cm

format
35 mm
format

Lens f=45mm Equivalent to
f =28 mm

. Autoflash (A1 and A2) and manual flash modes
selectable * f-stop adjustable in 2 steps during flash
(F4 and F8 with ISO 100 f ilm) * Autoflash control
range A1 : 0.7 - 6 m, A2: O.7 - 3 m *120 flash cycles
in manual mode. Low battery consumption, energy-
saving type. - Flash interval: 10 seconds (in manual
mode) " Accessories: soft case, size AA alkaline
dry battery (4)

The "Strobe GA" does not share control functions
with the GA645. So the unit cannot be used in pro-
grammed AE mode because the f-stop cannot be
set manuallv.

sa
Film speed (lSO) 25 50 100 160 200 400

Guide No. 12 17 24 30 34 48

Maximum usable
distance

m 3 4.25 b 7.5 8.5 12

ft 9.8 13.9 19.7 24.6 27.9 39.3

Minimum usable distance 0.7m (2.3 ft.)

v

\/
60 degrees orJ

Set to F4 Jor ISO 100 film

www.butkus.us
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Bracket GA
The shoe section rotates through 90 degrees,
allowing flash output from the top of the cam-
era even when shooting with the camera held

vertically (horizontalJormat shot).

Grip Hot shoe adaptor

The bracket also has a

comoartment that can
hold one roll of film.

IHorizontal-format shot]

The grip assures comfortable
and reliable control when po-

sitioning the camera vertically.
The grip can also be used with-
out the flash for this purpose.

u

I

[Vertical-f ormat shot]

90 deg rotation

Close-up Kit GA
Easily attached to the lens, this close-up
adaptor permits focusing down to a dis-
tance of 20 cm(77/8"). * Designed specificatty
for the GA645 ; not for use with the GA645W.

Includes: close-up frame, close-up lens

Tripod screw
Base plate

Frame

Base plate fastening screw

Close-up lens

Assembly and Attachment
(1)Turn the tripod screw and separate the base plate

from the frame unit.
(2) Push the frame unit into the base plate and tighten
the base plate fastening screw.
(3) Set the frame upright.
(4) Mount the close-up lens on the camera.
(5) Firmly attach the close-up unit to the camera with
the triood screw.

* Allows you to photograph subjects as small as 175

x130nn (6znx 5rn")(image size factor approx. 0.32).
" Be sure to use manual focus for close-up shots,
and set the focusing distance to infinity.
* Make sure that no part of the subject gets nearer
than the close-up frame.

Vari-Angle GA
With the camera mounted on a tripod, it can
instantly be switched between the horizon-
tal and veftical position.

Attachment
(1) Firmly mount the vari-
angle GA on the tripod
stand.
(2) Firmly mount the cam-
era on the camera stand.
(3) Loosen the angle lock-
ing screw, turn the camera
stand to the angle you want
for composing the picture,

then tighten the locking
screw.

Supplied Accessories
Camera soft case

Carrying strap

Lens hood

Soft case for hood

Lens cap

Two lithium ion bat-
teries: type CR 123A

Semi-hard Carrying Case GA

The semi-hard case
provides optimum
protection for the
GA645. Especially
recommended for
outdoor use.

Correction Lenses

Corrective lenses which attach to
the viewfinder's eyepiece. Use the
Fuii GW series.

Four types available:
+2D, +0.5D, -2.5D, -4D

* The camera has been desiqned for -1D.

Eyesight

w



t3 GA645 Shooting Guide

GA645
Shooting

Guide

Just press the shutter release button for normal shooting P F9.5 1/1BO AF

li?+:?:is3ti,.., MF
The following shots are taken through a
bus window"

P F4.8 1/250 AF A F5.6 1/400 AF

l

1:j

I

-; l;. H::,.' ,T - -1. l=. .1,,,,

Using Autofocus

,ffi

Ws
A F5.6 1/400 lVlF

'-. i :?r;.-:- i_;_

Without focus lock

"fr

tffij:

:

With focus lock

-: i'.' -.

t " 'l''
'-h '":'
'!1* 

,

/-,;l
i *'i1
'9, e'

fi''

6"
I

'ffi

Using Manual Focus

lf , for example, you want to take landscape
shots through the window of a bus,
autofocus might fail to give you correct
rangefinding because of the reflections
from the glass. Under these circumstances
you need to use manual focus. In manual
mode, just focus at infinity and shoot.

250 AF

AF
AutoFocus
All photographs here were
shot on Fujichrome "Provia"
ISO 100 film.

Using the Shutter Release for Focus Lock
ln the pictures below, the photographer creates a composition with an off-center sub-
ject. This is where focus lock comes in useful.

P F4.8 1/250 AF

Using the MF Button for Focus Lock
In the pictures below, the photographer wants to take continuous shots keeping the same

focus, or change the apefture setting with the same focus.

u 
t, 

frb*
l', .

A F5.6 1/

www.butkus.us
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Programmed Automatic Exposure
This mode selects the aperture and shutter speed au-
tomatically. Simply compose your picture and shoot.

A F16 1/15 AF A F5.6 1/125 AF

@i
l.

t\,4 F4.0 BULB Ih t\,4F

tF

-.:*.

ffi,
P F8.0 1/60 AF

Manual Exposure
When the situation demands. ihe aperture and shut-
ter speed can be set individually. This gives you the
opportunity to intentionally blur motion with a slow
shutter speed, use "B" (bulb) mode for night scenes,
and other advanced techniques.

Exposure Compensation
You may want to underexpose a picture to give a low-
key ambience. Or you can use this function to even
out high contrast conditions.

Situations that demand exposure compensation
Snowy landscapes with strong backlight. In a situa-
tion like the one on the right, where there's lots of snow
and strong reflection, there is the danger of underex-
posing the picture. This is where you can use expo-
sure compensation to give more light for correct bar-

ahce. When it's difficult to determine the amount of
compensation, we recommend you take several shots
while changing the degree of compensation in steps.

EXPOSURE

Control Sharpness with Aperture Priority AE
Open up the apefiure to draw attention to the subject by blurring the background. Or
stop down the aperture for a sharp image with extended depth of field. This creative
mode finds the right shutter speed for whatever f-stop you choose.

Small apefture shot Wide aperture shot

M F16 BULB

Slow shutter speed shot "8" (bulb) shot (no battery drain)

A F22 11 125 +1.0EV AF
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FLASH
Using the Built-in Pop-up Flash

All pholographs here were shot on Fujichrome "Provia" ISO 100 film

Aperture Priority AE (Forced Flash)
Determines the optimum shutter speed and flash
intensity for your chosen apefiure setting.

Programmed AE (Autoflash for Low Light Conditions)
In this mode, the GA645 senses ambient darkness and activates
the flash unit automatically. Shutter and aperture settings are fully
automatic, for ultra-easy photography.

A F5.6 li 60 AF

Aperture Priority AE

Gives you a low shutter speed in dark situations, al-
though this can result in blurring with a hand-held
camera.

Example: Fill-in flash during the daytime
In this situation, a tree is casting a strong shadow on

the subject, so we used forced flash with aperture
priority AE to fill in the dark area.

Example: Flash shot near window
In programmed AE mode, the flash may fail to acti-
vate due to the brightness of the light coming in

through the window. Switch to aperture priority AE
mode to get forced flash in situations like this.

Example: Portrait outdoors at night
When taking a portrait outside at night, use aperture
priority AE to open up the aperture and shoot with
flash. This will give optimum exposure for both the
subject in the foreground and the background. How-
ever, the shutter speed will be slow, so be careful of
camera shake and movement of the subject. In this
kind of situation, it's advisable to use a tripod.

P F4.0 1145 AF

Programmed AE

A F4.O 114 AF

P F8.0 1/125 AF

Programmed AE (without flash) Aperture Priority AE

F T5.O t/ OU Ar

Programmed AE (without flash) Aperture Priority AE

Programmed AE (with flash)

P F4.0 1/45 AF

Aperture Priority AE

A F4.O 1"AF

www.butkus.us
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STROBE GA
Accessory Flash Unit

M F8.0 1i 60 AF

F4.8 1/60 MF

"Strobe GA" (Drstance t0 subject 4.5m/14.8ft.)

l\4 F9.5 1/2 MF

M F4.0 1/8
Manual Exposure Mode
(Forced Flash)
Allows you to choose your own shut-
ter speed and aperture settings to al-
ter the exDosure.

Example: Using bounce flash
to soften the lighting
Direct the flash unit uowards to bounce the
light off the ceiling, or sideways to bounce the
flash off a wall. This gives you a more natural-
looking, softer lighting effect than direct {lash.

Example: For greater reach
and breadth
The "strobe GA" gives you a
greater maximum flash distance
than the camera's built-in flash
unit. So it is advisable to use the
"strobe GA" when you are shoot-
ing a large subject or over an ex-
tensive area.

Group photographs using high-speed film
When taking a group photograph indoors, you want to make
sure everybody is in focus, from the front row to the back. In this
situation, use aperture priority AE or manual exposure and set
the apedure to about F8. With ISO 400 film and the "Strobe GA"
unit, you can easily photograph 30 or more people.

Example: Using the slave function to achieve moe depth

Use the "Strobe GA" with wireless remote control, and
set it to the left or right of the subject. Together with the
camera's built-in flash, this creates a shadowy effect for
added depth.

Manual Exposure(forced llash)Programmed AE(with f lash)

Bounce angle 0 deg Bounce angle 60 deg

P F4.0 1/45 MF

Built-in pop-up flash only (Distate 1o suhect 4.5mfi4.8rt.)

M F6.7 1/2 MF

Strobe GA Builfin pop-up flash and Strobe GA
(Additional light from the left)
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GA645
TECHNOLOGY

Hybrid autofocus, Super EBC Fuilnon 1:4 t = 60 mm lens,

newly developed shutter mechanism... The GA645 embod-
ies a host of technologies for high performance and ease of
use. This section covers the basics of these technologies.

-TT-i

;
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Lens construction: 7 elements in 6 groups

High-performance Super EBC Fujinon 60 mm
F4 lens. Delivers outstanding image sharpness,
especially in the periphery, as well as superior
brightness and color fidelity. The 60-degree
angle-of-view (equivalent to 37 degrees for the
35 mm format) guarantees extensive image cov-
erage. A major feature of this lens is the loca-
tion of the aperture between front and rear lens
groups for a near-symmetrical configuration.
(This is generally known as the orthometer type).
The symmetrical design keeps distortion to an
absolute minimum, and enables reduction of
other aberrations, too. The most exacting pro-
fessional photographers demand that distortion
is kept as low as +2"k. The Super EBC achieves
a much better rating of +0.2/". This means you
get hardly any noticeable distortion of straight
lines. In addition, since spherical aberration is

almost completely corrected, halos are elimi-
nated and there is no shift of focal point even
when ihe apefiure is stopped down. Resolution
is extremely high, and the excellent MTF (Modu-
lation Transfer Function) assures extra-sharp
images.Compared with the previous G56455
lens, the Super EBC lens shows a 10o/" increase
rn peripheral light intensity. So darkening around
the borders of the image is minimal. Lens sur-
faces are not laminated but subjected to the
Super EBC Multicoating process to greatly re-
duce glare and ghosts.

Flash The flash unit (1) pops up with a touch of the flash button on the camera back.

The black window (2) which appears when the flash pops up contains a sensor that

receives reflected light from the subject during flash operation. Both sides of the printed

circuit board (3) contain the charging and trigger circuits for the main capacitor (B)

housed in the camera grip.

Focusing The AF rangefinder is located directly below the viewfinder. The centrally

located AF sensor (16) uses the passive phase difference detection method. Active

infrared AF sensors (17) are located above and below it at a distance that makes the

rangefinder's base 35 mm long. The motor (18) on the right of the camera body drives

the gear (4) on the periphery of the lens's range ring via a reduction gear arrangement.

When the gear (4) is turned, barrel extension/retraction and focusing are conducted

sequentially. The cam (5) fitted to the lens's range ring rotates when the barrel is ex-

tended, and contacts the lower end of the bright frame lever (15), the degree of turn on

the range ring varying in response to the subject distance. The field-of-

view frame ("bright frame") in the viewfinder moves diagonally.

Construction and Arrangement of Main Parts The camera's main body

(10) is made of diecast light alloy and sheet metal. The lens barrel (11)

is made of aluminum alloy. External parts include the polycarbonate

bottom cover (9), top cover (12) and front cover (19). The back cover is

a 0.6 mm thick pressed steel sheet. On the right edge opposite the top

cover is the viewfinder window (13), on the left of which is the viewfinder

front lens (14). The lower section of the grip houses two lithium ion

batteries (type CR123A). The batteries are arranged side by side but

are electrically connected in series. The flash capacitor (8) and film ad-

vance motor (6) are located above the batteries.

The GA645 Professional uses a totally new hy-
brid autofocus system to bring out the full poten-
tial of the Super EBC lens. This autofocus tech-
nique employs passive phase difference detec-
tion and active infrared beam measurement. The
active system emits an infrared beam to mea-
sure the object distance. This method is particu-
larly effective with dark subjects and at close
range. However, this method runs into difficulty
when, for example, you are photographing
through a window. Keeping a sharp focus on dis-
tant objects can be a problem depending on the
camera model. Passive AF, on the other hand,
detects the contrast of the subject. Accuracy is

assured irrespective of distance, although focus-
ing dark subjects or those with very little contrast
can be difficult.Hybrid autofocus combines the
strengths of both systems, automatically switch-
ing between active and passive modes in re-
sponse to object distance and ambient brightness.
Basically, the switching point is at approximately
3 meters (9.8 ft.), so active autofocus is employed
for nearby subjects, and passive autofocus for
distant ones. In addition, since there is a strong
possibility of rangefinding error with active
autofocus when the subject is extremely bright,
the hybrid system automatically uses passive
autofocus at LV16 or greater, irrespective of dis-
tance. Hybrid autofocus allows rangefinding in 870
steps --permitting much finer control than a regu-
lar point-and-shoot camera. Given that the near-
est possible object distance is 70 cm (2.3 ft.), from
this point to infinity, the amount of barrel exten-
sion per step is calculated at approximately 0.008
mm. This affords the photographer virtually seam-
less, high-accuracy control when using autofocus.

Hybrid Auto{ocus
Cross-section
Block Diagram

lnlrared sensor lnfrared beam emitter

The shutter was developed two years prior to
the GA645's introduction. This underscores the
priority Fujifilm places on shutter design; we re-
gard the shutter as a crucial element in improv-
ing exposure accuracy and reducing camera
size.Whereas regular shutters use only one type
of blade, the GA645's shutter has dedicated
blades for opening and shutting. This innova-
tive electronic shutter also uses a special mov-
ing coil pulse motor to drive each type of blade.
All blades are 30o/o thinner than those of the pre-
vious design, thus affording a considerable
weight reduction as well as a faster shutter ac-
tion. The mechanism achieves a maximum shut-
ter speed of 11400 sec with an open aperture,
and 1/700 sec with a stopped-down aperture.
Additionally, in "B" (bulb) position, you can take
long exposures without worrying about battery
drain because the power to the pulse motor is
cut ("non-conducting bulb"). Moreover, there are
seven rounded aperture blades of a different
type than the shutter's.

Pulse motor for driving
the aperture blades

Shutter unit

Moving coil motor for
opening/shutting the
shutter blades

@'/

Len$ Hybrid Autofocus Shutter Mechanism

ffi+-, D
(R rnv)v
rRnViV

rture Blade Patterns

@

@
Ape

Peripheral light intensity graph with aperture open
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Flash The flash unit (1) pops up with a touch of the flash button on the camera back.

The black window (2) which appears when the flash pops up contains a sensor that
receives reflected light from the subject during flash operation. Both sides of the printed

circuit board (3) contain the charging and trigger circuits for the main capacitor (8)

housed in the camera grip.

Focusing The AF rangefinder is located directly below the viewfinder. The centrally
located AF sensor (16) uses the passive phase difference detection method. Active

infrared AF sensors (17) are located above and below it at a distance that makes the

rangefinder's base 35 mm long. The motor ('18) on the right of the camera body drives

the gear (4) on the periphery of the lens's range ring via a reduction gear arrangement.

When the gear (4) is turned, barrel extension/retraction and focusing are conducted

sequentially. The cam (5) fitted lo the lens's range ring rotates when the barrel is ex-

tended, and contacts the lower end of the bright f rame lever (15), the degree of turn on

the range ring varying in response to the subject distance. The field-of-

view frame ( bright frame") in the viewlinder moves diagonally.

Construction and Arrangement of Main Parts The camera's main body
(10) is made of diecast light alloy and sheet metal. The lens barrel (11)

is made of aluminum alloy. External parts include the polycarbonate
bottom cover (9), top cover (12) and front cover (19). The back cover is

a 0.6 mm thick pressed steel sheet. On the right edge opposite the top

cover is the vieMinder window (13), on the left of which is the vieMinder
front lens (14). The lower section of the grip houses two lithium ion'
batteries (type CR123A). The batteries are arranged side by side but

are electrically connected in series. The flash capacitor (8) and film ad-

vance motor (6) are located above the batteries.

Lens Hybrid Autofocus Shutter Mechanism

ffi+,0
Lens construction: 7 elements in 6 groups

High-performance Super EBC Fujinon 60 mm
F4 lens. Delivers outstanding image sharpness,
especially in the periphery, as well as superior
brightness and color fidelity. The 60-degree
angle-of-view (equivalent to 37 degrees for the
35 mm format) guarantees extensive image cov-
erage. A major feature of this lens is the loca-
tion of the aperture between front and rear lens
groups for a near-symmetrical configuration.
(This is generally known as the orthometer type).
The symmetrical design keeps distortion to an
absolute minimum, and enables reduction of
other aberrations, too. The most exacting pro-
fessional photographers demand that distortion
is kept as low as +2"/o. The Super EBC achieves
a much better rating of +0.2"/". This means you
get hardly any noticeable distortion of straight
lines. In addition, since spherical aberration is
almost completely corrected, halos are elimi-
nated and there is no shift of focal point even
when the apefture is stopped down. Resolution
is extremely high, and the excellent MTF (Modu-
lation Transfer Function) assures extra-sharp
images.Compared with the previous G56455
lens, the Super EBC lens shows a 10"/o increase
in peripheral light intensity. So darkening around
the borders of the image is minimal. Lens sur-
faces are not laminated but subjected to the
Super EBC Multicoating process to greatly re-
duce glare and ghosts.

The GA645 Professional uses a totally new hy-
brid autofocus system to bring out the full poten-
tial of the Super EBC lens. This autofocus tech-
nique employs passive phase difference detec-
tion and active infrared beam measurement. The
active system emits an infrared beam to mea-
sure the object distance. This method is particu-
larly effective with dark subjects and at close
range. However, this method runs into difficulty
when, for example, you are photographing
through a window. Keeping a sharp focus on dis-
tant objects can be a problem depending on the
camera model. Passive AF, on the other hand,
detects the contrast of the subject. Accuracy ts

assured irrespective of distance, although focus-
ing dark subjects or those with very little contrast
can be difficult.Hybrid autofocus combines the
strengths of both systems, automatically switch-
ing between active and passive modes in re-
sponse to object distance and ambient brightness.
Basically, the switching point is at approximately
3 meters (9.8 ft.), so active autofocus is employed
for nearby subjects, and passive autofocus for
distant ones. In addition, since there is a strong
possibility of rangefinding error with active
autofocus when the subject is extremely bright,
the hybrid system automatically uses passive
autofocus at LV16 or greater, irrespective of dis-
tance. Hybrid autofocus allows rangefinding in 870
steps --permitting much finer control than a regu-
lar point-and-shoot camera. Given that the near-
est possible object distance is 70 cm (2.3 ft.), from
this point to infinity, the amount of barrel exten-
sion per step is calculated at approximately 0.008
mm. This affords the photographer virtually seam-
less, high-accuracy control when using autofocus.

Hybrid Autofocus
Cross-section
Block Diagram
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lnfrared sensor lntrared beam emitter

The shutter was developed two years prior to
the GA645's introduction. This underscores the
priority Fujifilm places on shutler design; we re-
gard the shutter as a crucial element in improv-
ing exposure accuracy and reducing camera
size.Whereas regular shutters use only one type
of blade, the GA645's shutter has dedicated
blades for opening and shutting. This innova-
tive electronic shutter also uses a special mov-
ing coil pulse motor to drive each type of blade.
All blades are 30"/o thinner than those of the pre-
vious design, thus affording a considerable
weight reduction as well as a faster shutter ac-
tion. The mechanism achieves a maximum shut-
ter speed of 11400 sec with an open aperture,
and 1/700 sec with a stopped-down aperture.
Additionally, in "B" (bulb) position, you can take
long exposures without worrying about battery
drain because the power to the pulse motor is
cut ("non-conducting bulb"). Moreover, there are
seven rounded aoerture blades of a different
type than the shutter's.

Pulse motor for driving
the aoerture blades

Shutter unit

Moving coil motor for
opening/shutting the
shutter blades

o
o

tterns
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Peripheral light intensity graph with aperture open
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lxposure Control and Built-in Flash

Angle - of - view characteristics

vent camera shake with programmed AE, F4 is
maintained down to a shutter speed of 1/60 sec.
In controlling shutter speed, the light permeabil-
ity of the lens is also taken into account, and this
f urther enhances exposure accuracy.
The built-in flash unit is an automatic control type
which uses a built-in light sensor. The system de-
tects reflected light intensity from the subject and
computes flash intensity accordingly. Compared
with the flashmatic type system widely used in
point-and-shoot cameras (aperture control in re-
sponse to measured distance to subject), the
GA645's built-in flash provides a shorter emis-
sion interval with nearby objects.
The pop-up flash unit was designed so that the
emitter is located at the highest point possible to
alleviate "red-eye". When popped up in pro-
grammed AE mode, flash is automatic in low light
conditions of EV 9.5 or less (F4 and shutter speed
1/45 sec). With aperture priority AE and manual
mode, flash can be used at any time, and the
flash controlled to an intensity that matches the
aperture setting. So you can use flash under a
whole range of circumstances, from daylight syn-
chro to slow synchro at night.

The Viewfinder
The GA645 Professional is the most automated
of medium format cameras, so it of course uses
automatic exposure control. Under available light
conditions, there's a choice of programmed AE,
aperture priority AE and manual exposure. The
camera also has a built-in pop-up flash unit which
gives automatic flash control. Consequently, the
GA645 has the same level of automation as many
current 35 mm cameras.
An exposure meter built into the viewfinder's op-
tics uses a silicon photodiode (SPD) sensor for
th rough-the{i nder (TTF) center-weighted aver-
age light measurement. As shown in the figure
on the right, light metering sensitivity peaks
around the AF target mark (*) at screen center.
The angle of light incidence in this area of high
sensitivity is about 20 degrees. Since this makes
the effect of background brightness negligible,
this angle is widely used by reflected light type
hand-held exposure meters.
When using backlighting or a spotlight, hold the
shutter release at the halfway position to mea-
sure the difference in brightness between the
subject and background, and use exposure com-
pensation to obtain the correct exposure. Expo-
sure compensation is +2 EV, and is adjustable
in 1/2 steps to help in color reversal.shooting
(transparencies).
The light metering range is extensive at EV 3 -

19 (lSO 100). The GA645 can also handle a wide
range of film speeds (lSO 25 - 1600) and is ad-
justable in 1/3 film speed increments.
Control modes with aperture priority AE and
manual exposure as well as programmed AE
mode are as shown in the figures below. To pre-
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inf 0.7m (2.3ft.)
Viewfinder Display Example

The GA645's viewfinder display is bright and easy
to read; it was designed to assure exact framing
due to accurate field-otview coverage.
The viewfinder uses 3 optical glass elements con-
figured in a reverse Galilean system. A half-mir-
ror is located between the objective lens and eye-
piece at an angle of 45 degrees. This directs 75%
of the total light on the viewing field and 25o/o otr
the SPD sensor.
The field-of-view frame ("bright frame") delivers
the brightest picture view; it is coupled to the
rangefinder for automatic parallax correction. Au-
tomatic parallax correction is based on autofocus
signals, linking the amount of lens movement
through the range cam and coupling leverto move
the picture frame. This mechanism enables ex-
tremely accu rate paral lax correction.
Owing to the automatic parallax correction, the
picture coverage is accurate enough to rival the
best 35 mm SLR cameras. Field-of-view is 93o/o

from infinity down to 3 m(9.8ft.) and 91% at 1 m
(3.3ft.). This is an unprecedented degree of co-
verage for a rangefinder camera.
Another feature of the vieMinder is the digital LCD
below the picture frame. The red LED's are bright-
ness adjusted to further improve visibility under
bright and dark conditions.

Eyepiece Half mirror

Picture frame lens Object lens

Hall mirror

LED

Fixed field-
of-view frame
Movable field-
of-view frame

Rangefinder
coupling lever

Coupling cam

Block diagram of electronic circuits

Light metering block

Control circuit

I

I

Construction of viewfinder
and parallax coupling

Aperture/shutter speed graph Program graph
Aperture priority AE and manual exposure (lSO 100) Programmed AE
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Film Advance

Because we designed the G4645 Professional
to be fully automatic, the camera incorporates an
automatic film winder. Unlike with other medium
format cameras, there is no need to line up the
start mark with the GA645, since the film is auto-
matically advanced to the first frame as soon as
you load it. This feature further improves on the
GX680, a camera already highly valued by pro-
fessional photographers.
Just slide the film's leader paper into the slot in
the winder spool, turn the winder dial (up/down
dial) to turn the leader 2 or 3 times around the
spool, then close the camera back, and the film
is automatically wound to the first frame.

LED chip

Mask

Prism

Aperture

Data Recording lens

Photo-reflector

12Ol22O sensor pin

Fujifilm GA645 Professional Specifications

Although the up/down dial is normally used for
setting aperture, shutter speed and exposure
compensation, when the camera back is open it
automatically switches functions and becomes
dedicated to winding the film. A photo-reflector
sensor in the camera detects the difference in
reflectivity between the leader paper and the join-
ing tape (at the film), to control film advance.
When the sensor detects the tape, film advance
proceeds by a preset number of pulses which
stops the winder when the first frame is reached.
The pulse count is controlled by an encoder, and
counting is done by a photo-interrupter. Thereaf-
ter, film advance frame by frame is also under
electronic control by pulse count. This type of
frame-by-frame control is unprecedented for a
medium format rollfilm camera.

Photo-interrupter

Encoder gear

Counter roller

Pressure plate (1 20 l22O selec'tor)

Location of film transport sensors

Data Recording

It is ideal to have the aperture setting, shutter
speed and other photographic data recorded si-
multaneously with pressing of the shutter release.
But only a few 35 mm SLR cameras record any-
thing besides the date in the picture. However,
because the GA645 was engineered with the pro-
fessional photographer and serious amateur in
mind, we included a feature that records a great
deal of information in the unused film areas be-
low frames.
Recordable data include not only the date and
time, but also aperture setting, shutter speed,
exposure compensation and other information
vital to the photographer. You can select all of
these data for recording or just certain combina-
tions. Since the roll film used is of a larger frame
size, the figures imprinted can also be larger and
easier to read. Selection is made with the DATA
button. Press this button to display information in
order on the LCD panel located on top of the cam-
era. Stop at the information you want to record,
and you are set. Thereafter, when the DATA char-
acters appear on the LCD panel, your chosen
information will be recorded.
As shown in the figure, a small recording lens is
located at the top of the film guide rail. Behind
the lens is a red LED chip. Light from the LED
passes via a mask, prism and aperture to the lens.
When the film is automatically advanced after
pressing the shutter release, the data from the
LED chip are imprinted on the unused part of the
film via the small lens. The recording light inten-
sity is adjusted automatically in accordance with
film speed to avoid blurred or faint imprints.

Exposure mode f-slop Shutter speed Exposure correction
Focus mode

Year Month Day
posure correction

Exposure mode f-stop Shutter speed Ex-
Focus mode

l
I

I

Type
Format
Film
Lens

Focusing

Viewfinder

lnformation in vieMinder

Shutter

Shutter Speeds
Exposure Control

Exposure Compensation
Film Speeds
Flash Unit

6x4.Scm (%/8x13/4") fully automatic autofocus camera
6x4.Scm ; actual f rame size 41 .5x56mm(23l1 0 x1 5/8")

Roll film 120 (16 exposures), 220 (32 exposures)
Super EBC Fujinon 'l :4 f=60mm, 7 elements in 6 groups, Angle
of view 60'(equivalent to 37mm lens for 35mm lormat), min.
locusing digtance 70 cm (2.3ft.), filter diameter 52mm
Autofocus w. active & passive functions, 0.7m(2.3ft.) to infin-
ity, manual focus selectable, w. focus lock function
"Bright frame" viewfinder with automatic parallax correction;
field of view at infinity: 93%, at 3m(9.8ft.): 91 ; magnificationx0.5
"Bright frame", AF mark, F-stop, Exposure up/down, shutter
speed, flash on/otf, focusing distance (in meters or feet)
Electronic lens shutter with programmed AE switchable to ap-
erture priority and manual; with buzzer indicating end of shut-
ler action
B, 2s to 1/700s (at F-stops 4 to 9.5: to 1/400s)
TTF ("through the finder") center-weighted light measurement
with SPD light sensor; programmed AE, aperture priority,
manual; coupled range EV 3 to 19 with ISO 100 film speed
+2EV in steos of 1/2 EV
ISO 25 to 1600, adjustable in 1/3 step increments
Built-in pop-up flash, automatic triggering, guide number 12

with ISO 100 film speed

Film Advance

Frame Counter

LC Display

Recordable Data

Self-timer
Power supply

Other functions

Dimensions

Weight
Accessories

Automatic advance to 1st frame without need to look for start
mark; aulomatic frame advance; alerlbuzzer at last frame; au-
tomatic forward winding after last frame
LCD, counting up; coupled to 12Ol22O film length setling on
pressure plate; shows "E" (empty) after last frame
Frame number, shutter speed, F-stop, film speed, 120/220 tilm
length, "battery low" warning mark, flash mark, exposure com-
pensation, self-timer, MF (manual focus) mode, date, time, fo-
cusing distance, total frame count
Recordable on film below frames: date, time, exposure data
(exposure mode, F-stop, shutter speed, exposure compen-
sation, AF/ MF)
Electronic, with indicator lamp; interval 'l0s

6V DC from lithium ion batteries type CR123A (2); batteries
sufficient for approx. 3000 shots without flash, approx. 600 shots
with 50% llash intensity (measured according to Fujifilm lab
standard)
Hot accessory shoe, film type indicator pocket, cable release
socket, screw hole for tripod mount, buzzer on/off switch
166x 110x66 mm (6s/16x4s/16x25/8")(WxHxD); depth 84 mm

(3s/r6") when power is on
81 5 g(28.7o2) without batteries
Sofl carrying case, carrying strap, lens hood, case for lens hood,
lens cap, lithium ion batteries CR123A (2), owne/s manualwww.butkus.us
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o1
With the same subject, holding the shutter re-
lease at the halfway position to measure the
focusing distance gives different readings
when I do this several times. Why is this?

As explained in the autofocus section on page 18 of
this manual, lens focusing is driven through 870 cotrol

steps. lf these steps were used unmodified on the distance
display, you would have a very complex number to read,
which would only be confusing. So instead we follow the
ISO (lnternational Standards Organ tzation) recommenda-
tion of 14 divisions for the display in the viewfinder. There-
fore, with the same subject, when the focusing distance is

an intermediate value of the distance display, one or the
other value rs shown. For instance, if you get two readings
of 3m (9.Bft.) and 5 m (16.41t ) for the same subject, this
would indicate that the subject was at a distance between 3

m (9.8ft.) and 5m (16.4ft.) from the camera.And even though
the focusing distance reading in the viewfinder is unstable
when you take the shot, you will not get an out-of-focus pic-

ture. lf you are concerned about changes in the distance
reading, you can alleviate the problem by moving the cam-
era position slightly forwards or backwards, then taking the
reading again.
Also, with nearby subjects of around 3m (9.Bft.), if the infin-

ity mark (lNF) starts flashing or a distance of 10m (32.8ft.)
is displayed, this indicates that either it is impossible to find
the range because of a low contrast subject or that there
may be an error because the subject prevents accurate re-

flection of the rangefinding infrared beam back to the cam-
era (e.g., when the subject is a round pillar).
Autofocus SLR cameras are occasionally unable to find the
correct range rn low-contrast situations, and scattering of
the reflected infrared beam often causes rangefinding er-
rors with point-and-shoot cameras. These problems are
eradicated with the GA645 Professional. In the case of a
low contrast subject, focus on another subject at about the
same distance and, with the shutter release at the halfway
position, shoot with autofocus lock. We also recommend you

use autofocus lock on another subject whenever the origi-
nal subject is likely to cause a rangefinding error by scatter-
ing of the reflected infrared beam.

o2
With manual focus I am concerned about the
distance display steps being somewhat
sketchy. What should I do about this?

As mentioned in the answer to the previous question,
to avoid complicating the display, we use the 14 divi-

sions recommended by the lSO. Manual override rs espe-
cially useful for quick, successive shots. In manual focus
there is less time lag than in autofocus because the lens
does not have to be readjusted. This gives you an advan-
tage when you need to take photographs in a hurry. Although
quick snapshots are taken under a variety of conditions, most

are taken within the range of 1.5m to 3m (4.9ft. to g.Bft.).

This range corresponds with distance steps 1.5 1 .7 2.0 2.5

3.0 m (4.9ft. 5.6ft. 6.6ft. B.ztt 9.Bft.). These readings are

accurate enough for most practical purposes.
With an apefture wide enough to avoid camera shake, there
should be no problem with image sharpness. The ideal setup

for such snapshots is F11 for a distance of 2m (6.6ft.). You

should have no problem, either, when you are taking a long

distance landscape shot. Slight inaccuracies of the distance
display will not matter because your picture has ample depth-

of-field in this situation. You can obtain sufficient focusing
accuracy by stopping down the lens slightly.

Furthermore, when in autofocus mode, if you inadvertently
press the AF button, the camera switches to manual over-
ride and the focusing distance is set to 2 meters (6.6ft.).
With a wide open aperture, distant objects will be out of fo-

cus if you take the shot thinking that the camera is still in
autofocus. To avoid this kind of mishap, be sure to check
the information in the viewfinder before taking the shot. The
distance display will be flashing if you are in MF mode and

continuously lit in AF mode. lt is also good practice to make
your own visual check of the distance and make sure it tal-
lies with the viewfinder reading.

n ,)kru6 .r-/1

o3
I am finding deviations in exposure. Underex-
posure especially is a problem. Does this mean
the camera is out of ord er?

No, there is no fault with the camera. The GA645 Pro-

fessional gives center-weighted average metering
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with an SPD photosensor located in the viewfinder's optical

system. So if you are shooting against strong backlight (e.9.,

a landscape shot with lots of sky, strong reflection from snow

or other bright light source) there is a tendency to underex-
pose the picture.

Center-weighted metering has been used for a long time in

35 mm SLR cameras, and this method gives the most stable

measuring capability. Although spot metering is advisable
for situations where there is strong backlight, in the opposite

situation of front lighting, the photograph is affected by the

brightness or darkness (luminance) of the subject, so the

optimal exposure cannot be obtained. For example, with spot

metering, SUbject which is unusually bright or completely
white will result in extreme underexposure, while very black

subjects will cause extreme overexposure.
For this reason we avoid spot metering in favor of center-

weighted metering. To alleviate the effect of backlight or bright

sky, etc., and obtain optimal exposure, measure the bi"ight-

est and darkest portions of the picture by checking the ex-

posure readings in the viewfinder. Then adjust exposure com-

pensation to either plus or minus to get an intermediate value

between the two. Alternatively, switch to manual mode and

set the intermediate value. The exposure meter has a stan-

dard for neutral gray (standard reflective index 1B%). Look

for a portion in the picture that is near this, and use the shut-

ter button for autofocus lock (exposure is also locked) be-

fore taking the shot.

o4
The GA645 Professional is equipped with ex-
posure compensation. In what kind of situa-
tions should I use this function?

n As explained in the answer to the previous question,

A exposure compensation is necessary to overcome the

inherent shortcomings of any camera'S built-in exposure
meter. The exposure meter (reflected light meter) measures

light ref lected from the subject into the camera to deter-
mine the correct exposure. For this purpose a standard ls

required. The exposure meter is set so that correct expo-

sure is achieved when a subject of standard reflectance (re-

flective index 1B%) is measured. Standard reflectance is de-

termined by experience, and although subjects contain ar-

eas of high and low reflectance, when these are mixed in

the picture, averaging results in around 1B% reflective in-

dex. In color terms the standard reflectance is equivalent to

neutral gray.

The reflected light exposure meter mixes areas of high and

low reflectance in the picture, or gathers bright and dark ar-

eas in an even manner so that optimal exposure can be

achreved at all times. Optimal exposure cannot be obtained

with a subject of extremely high reflectance (e.9., snow), or

one with extremely low reflectance such as black clothing,

where the high or low reflectance part takes up a sizable
percentage of the entire pictu re area. Completely white sub-

jects such as snow can have a reflective index of 90% or

more. Since this is very far from standard reflectance, the

result is considerable underexposure (about two exposure

values). Completely black subjects, on the other hand, can

have a reflective index of 3 - 4% and result in extreme over-

exposure (again, around two exposure values). This prob-

lem cannot be avoided with the reflected light exposure meter

even by the latest autofocus SLR cameras using segment

metering.
To overcome the problem you need to set the exposure com-
pensation to the plus side for white subjects, and to the mi-

nus side for black subjects, thus avoiding under- and over-

exposure, respectively. When shooting against strong back-

light, the subject appears dark, so you must set the expo-

sure to the plus side (as when photographing a white sub-
ject). The actual amount of exposure compensation can only

be determined on a case by case basis. When photograph-

ing snow, for example, it is advisable to compensate by +2

EV, and -2 EV when shooting, say, a black sweater. With

light colors use +1 EV, and -1 EV with dark colors. With strong

backlight use +1.5 EV.

Bearing ln mind the inherent deficiencres of any reflected

light exposure meter, the surest method of obtaining the cor-

rect exposure is to take several shots of the same subject

with different exposure compensation for each. The GA645

allows adjustment in 0.5 EV steps. We particularly recom-

mend you change the exposure in this way and take several

shots when photographing landscapes. However, the above

method of exposure compensation (0 5 EV steps), highly

recommended with color reversal film such as Fujichrome,

is of little use with color negative film of wide latitude such

as Fujicolor. Also bear in mind that exposure compensation

is effective only with automatic exposure modes (pro-
grammed AE and aperture priority AE), and cannot be used

with manual exposure.

www.butkus.us
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o5
I'm getting poorly focused pictures when I use
an accessory flash unit. What causes this?

When photographing dark subjects in aperture prior-

ityAE mode, blurring due to natural light and the sharp

image due to the flash overlap, causing loss of focus or an

effect similar to lens flare. With aperture priority AE, when

using the camera's built-in flash, the flash is synchronized
with the shutter speed matching the set aperture to give suf-

ficient priority to photographing the background. Now, the

darker the subject (and background) or the smaller the ap-

erture setting, the slower the shutter speed becomes. When

taking a portrait against a nighttime background (slow syn-

chro), this kind of setting is made to assure detail in the back-

ground. The result is the same also with an accessory flash

unit. With a handheld camera, when the flash is synchro-
nized with a slow shutter speed, the area illuminated by the

flash is lit only momentarily, so blurring does not occur. How-

ever, the area illuminated by natural light or other light source

is definitely subject to blurring due to camera shake. You

can use a tripod to avoid this problem, or use manual expo-

sure and a shutter speed fast enough to avoid camera shake
(1145 sec or faster). However, with this setup the background

will be underexposed and the result will most likely be unim-
pressive.

With the GA645 in programmed AE mode, when using the

camera's built-in flash, the aperture is set to F4 and shutter

speed to 1 145 sec. So if you hold the camera firmly enough

there is no chance of blurring the picture. When using an

accessory flash unit, use manual mode and a shutter speed

of 1 145 sec to avoid blurring due to camera shake.

Furthermore, when you use the "Strobe GA" flash unit with

programmed AE, since the camera'S aperture value and

flash-controlled aperture value do not match, you will not

get a correct exposure. Therefore, switch to aperture prior-

ity AE or manual exposure, and match the camera'S aper-

ture value to that required by the flash guide number.

o6
I want to use an accessory flash unit with the
GA645, but the unit comes with a cable connec-
tion, not a hot shoe contact. Since the camera
has no sync connector, what should I do? Also, if
I use a high-power flash unit (guide number of
about 60), am I likely to damage the camera?

When using a cable type accessory flash unit, you

can fit a hot shoe adaptor to the hot shoe on the cam-

erato attach your synchro cable. A hot shoe adaptor is avail-

able with the special option bracket GA for the GA645 Pro-

fessional.
The GA645's hot shoe is designed to withstand 400 V and

0.5 A. Exceeding this voltage and current may adversely af-

fect the camera'S internal circuitry, and in some case lC's

may be destroyed. The potential problem is not in the guide

number, but in the electric voltage. Check with the flash unit's

manufacturer regarding the synchro voltage before using that

f lash.

Another thing you should keep in mind (and this is unrelated

to voltage) is the synchro speed for the type of flash unit you

are using. lf your flash unit is the large type used in studio

photography, the flash duration is comparatively long. So

when you are shooting with a shutter speed of 1 1125 sec or

faster, the shutter action is over before full flash is obtained.

This tends to result in underexposed photographs. With this

type of flash unit it is advisable to set a shutter speed of 1/60

sec or slower.
Unlike an SLR camera, the GA645's exposure meter takes

through-the-finder (TTF) readings, not through-the-lens
(TTL). So be sure to make exposure compensation. In pro-

grammed AE and aperture priority AE modes, ?fl exposure

compensation of +1 .5 - 2 EV is acceptable. The amount of

exposure compensation varies with the polarizing effect, so

take several shots with different exposure steps. Alternatively,

set the camera to manual exposure and select the aperture

setting and shutter speed. Since the GA645 measures light

through the viewfinder, although exposure compensation ts
required, there is no need for the expensive type of circular

polarizing filter used with autofocus SLR cameras. You can

use the regular type, preferably one that produces mtnimal

flare (multi-coating type). Furthermore, because autofocus

with the GA645 is not TTL, you needn't be concerned about

rangef inding e rror when using a polarizing f ilter.

Before mounting the filter on the lens, you can check the

position of maximum polarizing effect by notlng the point at

which reflection from the subject disappears, or the point

that gives you the darkest view of a blue sky. Use this as a

reference when positioning the rotating frame of the filter.
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o7
Gould you give me some practical advice about
using a polarizing filter with the GA645?

First, attach the polarizing filter (screw diameter 52

mm) to the camera lens, and mark the vertical posi-

tion on the knurled part of the filter's frame with a piece of

masking tape. Remove the filter, and view the subject through

the filter while keeping the tape-marked position vertical. Turn

the rotating section of the filter and stop when you obtain a
suitable polarizing effect. Lock the filter frame in this posi-

tion with masking tape. Attach the filter to the camera lens

again, and make the necessary exposure compensation be-

fore taking the photograph.

o8
How should I go about exposure compensa-
tion when fitting a neutral density filter?

Three types of neutral density filters are generally
used .2x, 4x and Bx.These correspond with exposure

multiples (exposure compensation values) +1 , +2 and +3,

respectively. With the GA645, use 2x and 4x neutral density
filters and make the appropriate exposure compensation be-

fore shooting. lf you are using an Bx neutral density filter, set

the exposure compensation to +2, and compensate another
+1 with the film speed to get a total of +3 EV. This is done in

practice by settrng a film speed of ISO 50 when using ISO 100

film. ISO 25 for ISO 50 film. and ISO 200 for ISO 400 film.

oe
I plan to use the GA645 outdoors during win-
ter. How cold-resistant is the camera?

The GA645 Professional still operates normally when
left for up to 2 hours at a temperature of minus 10

so they continue to give reliable readings even in cold
weather. However, you should not keep the camera at extreme

temperatures of minus 20 degrees C and below. Such condi-

tions not only affect the camera, but can also cause hardening

of the film base. lf you have to shoot at minus 20 or 30 de-

grees C, be sure to insulate the camera by keeping it in a

camera bag, and remove it only for 10 or 20 minutes at a time.

o10
The maximum shutter speed is limited to 1 l40A

sec at aperture settings from F4 to F9.5, while
at small aperture settings the limit is 1 nOO sec.
Why is this?

A technical explanation of shutter operation is given

on page 18 of this manual. lt is characteristic of lens

shutters that they allow a slower maximum speed as you

open up the aperture and a faster speed as you stop down.

The lens shutter is comprised of a multiple blade arrange-
ment. Thls opens from the center outwards and returns to

central shut position in a reciprocating motion to expose the

film. Owing to this, the more you open the aperture, the longer

time it takes for the shutter to move from the center to the

circumference and then back to the center. That is why the

maximum shutter speed gets slower. Conversely, when the

aperture is stopped down, both the opening and shutting
times get shorter, so the maximum speed increases accord-
ingly. This is why maximum shutter speed at F4 - F9.5 is

11400 sec, and 11700 sec at small apertures.

o11
What does the acronym "TV" mean on the
camera's LCD panel?

This acronym stands for "Time Value" and refers to
the shutter speed. The acronym was chosen to sim-

plify the display,and can also be seen on the LCD's of

autofocus SLR cameras. Another related acronym is "AV",

which means "Aperture Value" or f-stop. Strictly speaking,
TV and AV do not indicate shutter speed and aperture set-
ting, but are conversions to simpler numbers of 1 ,2,3. This

makes the EV (exposure value) easier to calculate in the

equation EV = TV + AV.degrees C. We also use cold-resistant liquid for our LCD's,
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